CRANIOSACRAL THERAPY: THE TIN OF REGGIO CALABRIA LEADER IN WORLD RESEARCH

In recent years we tend to give more and more importance to the structure as regards the study of the physiology of the various functions of our body. We could state that structure is a function. Therefore to stimulate in a physiological and facilitating way the structure improves the function. The structure of a premature responds to the correct solicitations like the structure of a term newborn or an adult.

For this reason, craniosacral therapy has been practiced for some years in all the most renowned TIN and neonatal pathologies in Italy and in the world. But the TIN of Reggio Calabria has an extra gear!!! A TCS of the adult is not adapted to the premature, but the CS Upledger method is practiced, which has two levels of pediatric specialization and various levels of obstetric and meningeal specialization. In Reggio Calabria for about five years a scientific research of value is carried out, published on the most important scientific sites (Research Gate, NCBI-PubMed) in which we have published our observations on treated and untreated children, noting significant differences in the clinical course, restoration of organ functions, hospitalization times. The value of this research has prompted the American Upledger Institute to visit the world head of the pediatric sector Dott.ssa Carol J McLellan to organize the expansion and internationalization of research, with the supply of international contacts to operate multi-center studies (of which the TIN of Reggio will be coordinator) and of economic funds to carry it forward. We are convinced that the best way to achieve health is to safeguard physiology as much as possible and as soon as possible. In this sense, working in these terms from the delivery room can make sure that all those structural tensions are resolved around which the body would otherwise tend to organize itself, with compensations not always "physiological". Furthermore, promoting a correct "physiology" within the mother-child system (altered by the trauma of premature birth with all that follows in terms of tensions, fears, feelings of guilt, expectations for the child) would clearly improve the environment in which the child will grow up. This is one of the key principles of the pediatric Upledger method. fears, feelings of guilt, expectations for the baby) would clearly improve the environment in which the child will grow. This is one of the key principles of the pediatric Upledger method.
Working to bring the structure back into balance sets the stage for a better therapeutic response and for achieving the best possible balance. Craniosacral Therapy proves to be a very precious "extra tool" to make or restore to health, especially on premature babies and newborns as well as all ages, and the Reggio Calabria TIN is positioning itself in a position of Leader in world research.

A special thanks to the Primary Dr. Luisa Pieragostini, who thanks to his great sensitivity and expertise allows the continuation if not the expansion of this beautiful international research. (Dr. Giovanna Fontanelli)
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